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No Comments Featured Image: Old flags are raised anew; the passions of vanished generations awake. Riga
Castle , today home to the President of Latvia. He was friendly to Churchill, whose views he recorded in his
diary for October Churchill, wrote Maisky, expressed willingness to let Stalin have the Baltic States. This was
eight months before the Russians actually occupied those countries. They were better off in the Soviet sphere
than the German. Britain had just declared war on Germany, and Churchill was as anxious to separate Hitler
and Stalin. Characteristically, Maisky tended to see what he wished to see. In December he recorded: This
must have been said very privately. It came now, not only from soft-liners like Cripps and Halifax , but from
close Churchill associates like Eden and Beaverbrook. But de jure recognition was one thing Stalin would
never get get. It is significant that Churchill drafted this over a month before the Atlantic Charterâ€”which
promised the same thing. When Eden, now foreign minister, visited Moscow in December , he implored
Churchill to modify his stance. Temperament, ambition, anxiety for victory impelled him. The Soviet
conquests, he replied, were acquired by acts of aggression in shameful collusion with Hitler. The transfer of
the peoples of the Baltic States to Soviet Russia against their will would be contrary to all the principles for
which we are fighting this war and would dishonour our causeâ€¦. U-boats were exacting fearful tolls on
Atlantic shipping. No significant military forces had materialized from America. In January Churchill called
for a Parliamentary vote of confidence. He won handily, but discontent simmered. Would America slip back
into isolation after the war? Defying most expectations, however, Russia was holding out against Hitler.
Halifax proposed quasi-independence, with Russian control of Latvian, Estonian and Lithuanian defense and
foreign policy. Canada, New Zealand and South Africa were against recognition. Beaverbrook was adamantly
for it: In another thrust, Beaverbrook asked: Changing fortunes, changing views The pressure of events wore
on the Prime Minister. The Russians were holding down German divisions on a thousand-mile front. They
otherwise would have faced Britain. Privately, the Anglo-Americans feared that Stalin might yet again do a
deal with Hitler. On 7 March , Churchill sent a feeler to Roosevelt: The increasing gravity of the war has led
me to feel that the principles of the Atlantic Charter ought not to be construed so as to deny Russia the
frontiers she occupied when Germany attacked her. This was the basis on which Russia acceded to the
Charter, and I expect that a severe process of liquidating hostile elements in the Baltic States, etc. From June ,
politicians, teachers and intelligentsiaâ€”any who seemed a threat to the Soviet occupationâ€”were deported
en masse. Over , Latvians, Lithuanians and Estoniansâ€”one out of tenâ€”were executed. Others, including 45,
Estonians, were conscripted into the German army. In hastily-built death camps, Jews were slaughtered: At the
Teheran conference in late , Roosevelt abandoned his non-recognition policyâ€”but not openly. With
remarkable cynicism, he explained to Stalin that he did not wish to lose the votes of the six or seven million
Polish-Americans, or of the smaller, though not negligible, number of voters of Lithuanian, Latvian and
Estonian origin. His feelings had changed, he wrote Eden, tempered by hard reality on the ground: The
tremendous victories of the Russian armies, the deep-seated changes which have taken place in the character
of the Russian State and Government, the new confidence which has grown in our hearts towards
Stalinâ€”these have all had their effect. Most of all is the fact that the Russians may very soon be in physical
possession of these territories, and it is absolutely certain that we should never attempt to turn them out. There
is not the smallest chance of the Russians abandoning any part of this claimâ€¦. But in the case of the Baltic
States, we should maintain our decision not formally and publicly to recognise them before the peace
settlement, as otherwise we should certainly have a clamour here and abroad about violating the Atlantic
Charter and have difficulties with the Americans. What were they to say to Parliament and the nation, he
asked Eden, about the idealistic principles declared in the Atlantic Charter? Actually all this is done for the
sake of Russia, which is resolved to seize the Baltic States and take what she wishes from Poland and
Roumania. Nor do we know that a second series of demands may not follow her further military victories. Any
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division between Britain and the United States will make us powerless in this matter. Together we can
probably control the situation. The Courland Pocket, cut off from the general fighting, is circled at upper right.
Wikimedia As the Red Army swarmed west in , surviving Balts had the unpalatable choice of siding with one
barbarian or the other. More fought with the Germans than the Russians. Often they buried their dead with
crosses underground, to prevent desecration by the communists. When Riga fell on 13 October , guerilla
remnants retreated to Courland, northeastern Latvia. Here these formidable soldiers fought Stalin to a
standstill. So too thought Hitler, who three times refused to evacuate Courland in Balts found themselves
confronted by tanks bearing American white stars: Shermans supplied by America, thrown into battle before
their new red stars could be painted on. They gave up only with the German surrender. In , Churchill sadly
summarized the tragedy of the Baltic States: Hitler had cast them away like pawns in There had been a severe
Russian and Communist purge. All the dominant personalities had been liquidated in one way or another. The
life of these strong peoples was henceforward underground. Presently Hitler came back with a Nazi
counter-purge. Finally, in the general victory the Soviets had control again. Thus the deadly comb ran back
and forth, and back again, through Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. There was no doubt however where the right
lay. The Baltic States should be sovereign independent peoples. Baltic gold was safeguarded in London, and
their embassies continued to function. Balts fortunate enough to escape, and their children, have long
memories. They did not look kindly on Roosevelt, nor, one has to say, on Churchill. An Anglo-Soviet
understanding might have forestalled the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact. But such a difficult diplomatic task was
beyond Neville Chamberlain, who rejected cooperation with Moscow. It is useful to study Churchill and the
Baltic for what it can teach us today about powerful aggressors and the fate of small nations. In wartime
negotiations, the Soviets were consistent. They made the most extreme demands, offering little in exchange. If
the demands were met, more followed. Whenever the other side said they would not agree, an eleventh-hour
shift by Moscow would result. Even this was not a defeat, since the democracies were often so grateful for
evidence of good will that they would struggle to meet the next round of demands. With friends in I bicycled
through Latvia, where the British ambassador had arranged for us to meet local officials. We said the
American and British public would have never countenanced it. Yale University Press, , entry for 6 October ,
His Complete Speeches , 8 vols. Borkwer, , VI Taylor, Beaverbrook New York: Harper , Churchill, The
Grand Alliance London: Cassell, , Pennsylvania State University Press, , Houghton Mifflin, , Churchill, The
Hinge of Fate London: HMSO, , Random House, , Hillsdale College Press, , Goppers, , Cognition Books, ,
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Test 2 â€” A modern Sharpshooter More discussion Summary Today we look at the accuracy of the
Sharpshooter catapult pistol. Since there is only one type of ammo for it, I have added something additional to
spice up the report. The ad from said the pistol could hit a fly at 16 feet. Dean Fletcher tested his at a more
reasonable 10 feet, which is what I will do. Readers asked me what kind of target I used and today I will tell
you. Using a coat hanger, I made a wire target holder that stands up, and wrapped a single sheet of aluminum
foil around the edges of the loop at the top. This target is made from a coat hanger wire, with aluminum foil
wrapped around the edges. The test I shot from a UTG monopod rest 10 feet from the target. I decided to shoot
5 shots first and photograph them before moving on. Test 1 The first 5 shots landed to the right of the bullseye
I had drawn on the foil. I photographed them in place, then measured them with a caliper. As close as I can
measure, the holes are 0. The first 5 shots landed in this 0. Test 1 continued Then I went to breakfast at a local
restaurant, where I had three cups of coffee. When I returned I fired 5 more shots to complete a shot group. To
my surprise, the group size stayed the same. Five more shots completed the group. This was after 3 cups of
coffee. The group remained at 0. I even photographed the group with a dime in the picture, to give you some
scale. He nailed the fly at 10 feet. My group is larger, though I am very satisfied with it. Firing behavior The
gun makes no noise when it fires. Only the strike of the shot can be heard. I wondered what I could do to make
this test more interesting. And then I got an idea. The test pistol is one made by the original company in
Rawlins, Wyoming before So I switched to one of the pistols I bought in This one fed fine. I only used one
rubber band on this gun, because I have ruined a couple of these plastic launchers by stressing them too much.
These two Sharpshooter pistols are separated by years and as many as five different manufacturers. The deluxe
nickel pistol on top is modern and has a plastic launcher. I only shot 5 shots with the modern pistol and there
are only 4 holes in the target, though I believe one of them has two shots. This group measures 1. This target
made by the new Sharpshooter pistol shows 4 holes. I think the hole at the left has two shots through it. If so,
this group measures 1. Is the newer pistol less accurate than the older one? Maybe it was just the difference
between one band and two that made the difference. These are fun guns, made for plinking. I remember how
much fun it was just to shoot at a styrofoam coffee cup at the airgun show. Summary This 5-part series on the
Sharpshooter rubber band catapult pistol is more conclusive than anything I have read or seen. They might
surprise you.
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The mission was an authorized local instrument training flight in connection with the training of students in
class 48â€”B. Weather at the time of the accident was broken to overcast clouds with ceilings of feet, visibility
of 12 miles. The tops of the overcast were generally to feet. Parts of the aircraft were scattered over an area of
approximately one and one quarter miles. Skin had been pulled over the heads of all rivets on the wings, and
control surfaces, and the skin on the wings was rolled from the trailing edge toward the leading edges of the
wings. The throttles were in a closed position and the directional gyro was caged. The artificial horizon was in
such condition that it was impossible to determine whether or not it was caged. The propellers were not
feathered and there was no indication of fire or explosion. The aircraft did not burn upon impact. Three of the
bodies were thrown approximately fifteen feet from the wreckage and it was impossible to determine what
position each crew member was occupying at the time of the crash. On 22 April, Lt. Thomas had given basic
instrument checks to Cadets Hillman and Connor. Cadet Connor passed the check; however, Cadet Hillman
was given an unsatisfactory grade. On 23 April, Lt. Thomas listed his mission as T instrument check or
practice with the intent of giving additional instruction to Cadet Hillman. Aviation Cadet Harris, Lt. Cadet
Harris also stated that Lt. It was the policy of Lt. Thomas to cage the gyro instruments when giving unusual
positions to students. The pulled rivets, widely scattered wreckage, and the manner or altitude in which the TB
crashed clearly indicates structural failure. Since there were no indications of fire, the possibility of fire and
explosion was discounted. The pilot had reported a thundershower west of Shreveport when he contacted
Shreveport radio for a change of flight plan at ; however, no thundershowers were reported in weather
sequences and there was not a thundershower in progress at the time the TB crashed. The caged gyro, the
grade-slip of Cadet Hillman for the previous day, and the testimony of Cadet Harris, substantiate the theory
that Lt. Thomas, while flying on top of the stratus cloud deck, placed Cadet Hillman in an unusual position
and the cadet allowed the aircraft to build up sufficient speed to exceed its designed limitations while
attempting to recover. That the cadet stalled the aircraft and got into an unintentional spin is also a possibility.
If the aircraft entered the undercast in an abnormal attitude, it would be extremely difficult for the instructor
pilot to recover with the gyro caged. This headquarters published in Special Accident Report No. The B is
stressed for a plus 3. Inasmuch as the crew was killed in the crash, a statement of rebuttal regarding pilot error
was not applicable.
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Indians, who were seeking independence from British rule and their own government, were particularly
influenced by the independence of Ireland from British rule and the development of the Irish constitution. In ,
the Nehru Commission composing of representatives of Indian political parties proposed constitutional
reforms for India that apart from calling for dominion status for India and elections under universal suffrage,
would guarantee rights deemed fundamental, representation for religious and ethnic minorities, and limit the
powers of the government. In , the Indian National Congress the largest Indian political party of the time
adopted resolutions committing itself to the defence of fundamental civil rights, as well as socio-economic
rights such as the minimum wage and the abolition of untouchability and serfdom. When India obtained
independence on 15 August , the task of developing a constitution for the nation was undertaken by the
Constituent Assembly of India , composing of elected representatives under the presidency of Dr. While
members of Congress composed of a large majority, Congress leaders appointed persons from diverse political
backgrounds to responsibilities of developing the constitution and national laws. A notable development
during that period having significant effect on the Indian constitution took place on 10 December when the
United Nations General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and called upon all
member States to adopt these rights in their respective constitutions. Ambedkar stated on 19 November as
given below high lighting that the DPSP shall be the basis of future governance of the country: Directive
Principles of State Policy aim to create social and economic conditions under which the citizens can lead a
good life. They also aim to establish social and economic democracy through a welfare state. Though the
Directive Principles are non-justiciable rights of the people but fundamental in the governance of the country,
it shall be the duty of the State to apply these principles in making laws per Article Besides, all executive
agencies of union and states should also be guided by these principles. In contrary to Article 37, many policies
have been implemented by state and union governments which go against the DPSPs such as using
intoxicating drinks as source of major tax revenue instead of implementing prohibition for better health of
people, separation of judiciary from executive, uniform civil code for the citizen, etc. Ambedkar clarified as
given below in the Constituent Assembly debates on Article 38 high lighting its inevitable implementation.
We have used it because our intention is even when there are circumstances which prevent the Government, or
which stand in the way of the Government giving effect to these Directive Principles, they shall, even under
hard and unpropitious circumstances, always strive in the fulfilment of these Directives. Otherwise, it would
be open for any Government to say that the circumstances are so bad, that the finances are so inadequate that
we cannot even make an effort in the direction in which the Constitution asks us to go. Also, the State shall
strive to minimise the inequalities in income and endeavour to eliminate economic inequality as well as
inequalities in status and opportunities, not only among individuals, but also among groups of people residing
in different areas or engaged in different vocations per Article 38 2. The State shall aim for securing right to an
adequate means of livelihood for all citizens, both men and women as well as equal pay for equal work for
both men and women. The State should work to prevent concentration of wealth and means of production in a
few hands, and try to ensure that ownership and control of the material resources is distributed to best serve
the common good. Child abuse and exploitation of workers should be prevented. Children should be allowed
to develop in a healthy manner and should be protected against exploitation and against moral and material
abandonment per Article The State shall provide free legal aid to ensure that equal opportunities for securing
justice is ensured to all, and is not denied by reason of economic or other disabilities per Article 39A. The
State shall also work for organisation of village panchayats and help enable them to function as units of
self-government per Article The State shall endeavour to provide the right to work , to education and to public
assistance in cases of unemployment, old age, sickness and disablement, within the limits of economic
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capacity per Article 41 as well as provide for just and humane conditions of work and maternity relief per
Article The State should also ensure living wage and proper working conditions for workers, with full
enjoyment of leisure and social and cultural activities. Also, the promotion of cottage industries in rural areas
is one of the obligations of the State per Article 43 The State shall take steps to promote their participation in
management of industrial undertakings per Article 43A Also, the State shall endeavour to secure a uniform
civil code for all citizens per Article 44 and provide free and compulsory education to all children till they
attain the age of 14 years per Article This directive regarding education of children was added by the 86th
Amendment Act, It should also organise agriculture and animal husbandry on modern and scientific lines by
improving breeds and prohibiting slaughter of cows , calves , other milch and draught cattle per Article This
directive, regarding protection of forests and wildlife was added by the 42nd Amendment Act, Finally Article
51 ensure that the State shall strive for the promotion and maintenance of international peace and security, just
and honourable relations between nations, respect for international law and treaty obligations, as well as
settlement of international disputes by arbitration. Implementation[ edit ] There is no need of any
constitutional amendment and simple legislation by the Parliament is adequate to implement the Directive
Principles as applicable laws per Article as they are already enshrined in the constitution. The State has made
few efforts till now to implement the Directive Principles. The Programme of Universalisation of Elementary
Education and the five-year plans has been accorded the highest priority in order to provide free education to
all children up to the age of 14 years. The 86th constitutional amendment of inserted a new article, Article A,
into the Constitution, that seeks to provide free and compulsory education to all children aged 6 to 14 years.
During , a sum of Rs. The thrust of banking policy in India has been to improve banking facilities in the rural
areas. The programme was implemented through the Panchayati Raj institutions. Judiciary has been separated
from the executive in all the states and Union territories except Jammu and Kashmir and Nagaland. By , the
Indian Army had participated in 37 UN peace-keeping operations. India played a key role in the passing of a
UN resolution in , which envisaged better co-operation between the Security Council and the
troop-contributing countries. This means that an amendment requires the approval of two-thirds of the
members present and voting and by the absolute majority of the house â€” whether the Lok Sabha or Rajya
Sabha. If laws are made to give effect to any of the Directive Principles overriding Fundamental Rights , they
shall not be invalid on the grounds that they take away the Fundamental Rights. In Minerva Mills v. Articles
38 2 , was added by the Forty-fourth Amendment Act, of the Constitution Articles 43A, was added by the
Forty-second Amendment Act, of the Constitution Article 45, which ensures Provision for free and
compulsory education for children, was added by the 86th Amendment Act, Articles 49, was modified by the
Seventh Amendment Act, of the Constitution.
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Edit The Belgian Zone formed part of the British Zone, forming a corridor from the Belgian-German border to
the edge of the Soviet zone, and including the town of Cologne. Luxembourgish zone Edit From November ,
the Luxembourgish army was allocated a zone within the French sector. Berlin was not considered to be part
of the Soviet zone. Most German citizens residing in these areas were subsequently expropriated and expelled.
Returning refugees, who had fled from war hostilities were denied return. The Saargebiet , an important area
of Germany because of its large deposits of coal, was turned into the Saar protectorate. The Saar was
disentangled from the French zone on 16 February Secretary of State James F. Byrnes stated the U. By 18
December customs controls were established between the Saar and Allied occupied Germany. Most German
citizens residing in the Saar area were allowed to stay and keep their property. Returning refugees, who had
fled from war hostilities were allowed to return. Especially refugees who had fled the Nazi dictatorship were
invited and welcomed to return to the Saar. The protectorate was a state, nominally independent of Germany
and France, but with its economy integrated into that of France. The Saar territory was enlarged on the
expense of the French zone in mid, early but also 61 municipalities returned to the French zone and in early
On 15 November the French currency became legal tender in the Saar Protectorate, followed by the full
integration of the Saar into the French economy Customs union 23 March In July the Saar population was
stripped its German citizenship and became of Sarrois nationality. Governance and the emergence of two
German states Edit The original Allied plan to govern Germany as a single unit through the Allied Control
Council broke down in â€” due to growing tensions between the Allies, with Britain and the US wishing
cooperation, France obstructing any collaboration in order to unwind Germany into many independent states,
and the Soviet Union, unilaterally implementing from early on elements of its political-economic mass
expropriations of land, nationalisation of businesses. Another dispute was the absorption of post-war expelles.
While the UK, the US and the USSR had agreed to accept, house and feed maybe six million expelled German
citizens from former eastern Germany, and 4 million expelled and denaturalised Czechoslovaks , Poles,
Hungarians and Yugoslavs of German ethnicity in their zones, France generally had not agreed to the
expulsions approved by the Potsdam agreement a decision made without input from France. Therefore France
strictly refused to absorb war refugees who were denied return to their homes in seized eastern German
territories or destitute post-war expellees who had been expropriated there, into the French zone, let alone into
the separated Saar protectorate. The other Allies complained that they had to shoulder the burden to feed,
house and clothe the expellees who had to leave their belongings to Poles and Soviets. In practice, each of the
four occupying powers wielded government authority in their respective zones and carried out different
policies toward the population and local and state governments there. A uniform administration of the western
zones evolved, known first as the Bizone the American and British zones merged as of January 1, and later the
Trizone after inclusion of the French zone. The complete breakdown of east-west allied cooperation and joint
administration in Germany became clear with the Soviet imposition of the Berlin Blockade that was enforced
from June to May In the west, the occupation officially continued until May 5, , when the General Treaty
German: Deutschlandvertrag entered into force. However, upon the creation of the Federal Republic in May ,
the military governors were replaced by civilian high commissioners, whose powers lay somewhere between
those of a governor and those of an ambassador. When the Deutschlandvertrag became law, the occupation
officially ended, the western occupation zones ceased to exist, and the high commissioners were replaced by
normal ambassadors. West Germany was also allowed to build a military, and the Bundeswehr , or Federal
Defense Force, was officially established on November 12, A similar situation occurred in East Germany. The
GDR was founded on October 7, This office was abolished and replaced by an ambassador and general
sovereignty was granted to the GDR, when the Soviet Union concluded a state treaty Staatsvertrag with the
GDR on September 20, Despite the grants of general sovereignty to both German states in , full and
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unrestricted sovereignty under international law was not enjoyed by any German government until after the
reunification of Germany in October Though West Germany was generally independent, the Allies
maintained some responsibilities for West Germany. At the same time, East Germany was a satellite state of
the Soviet Union. The provisions of the Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to Germany , also known
as the "Two-plus-Four Treaty," granting full sovereign powers to Germany did not become law until March
15, , after all of the participating nations had ratified the treaty. A plebiscite ended the French administration
of the Saar protectorate, and it joined the Federal Republic as Saarland on January 1, , being its the 10th state.
Officially, the city of Berlin was not part of either state and continued to be under Allied occupation until the
reunification of Germany in October For administrative purposes, the three western sectors of Berlin were
merged into the entity of West Berlin. Occupation policy Main articles: Denazification , Industrial plans for
Germany , American food policy in occupied Germany , and Forced labor of Germans after World War II
American poster, warning against " fraternization " with images of concentration camp victims. General
Eisenhower ensured a strict non- fraternization policy was enforced throughout all commands of allied
occupation troops in Germany. However, this policy was relaxed in stages. By June the prohibition on
speaking with German children was made less strict. In July it became possible to speak to German adults in
certain circumstances. In September the whole policy was completely dropped in Austria and Germany.
Nevertheless due to the large numbers of Disarmed Enemy Forces being held in Rheinwiesenlagers
throughout western Germany, the Americans and the British â€” not the Soviets â€” used armed units of
Feldgendarmerie to maintain control and discipline in the camps. In June , these German military police units
became the last Wehrmacht troops to surrender their arms to the western powers. By December over , German
civilians were interned as security threats and for possible trial and sentencing as members of criminal
organizations. The food situation in occupied Germany was initially very dire. By the spring of the official
ration in the American zone was no more than calories per day, with some areas probably receiving as little as
In the British zone the food situation was dire, as found during a visit by the British and Jewish publisher
Victor Gollancz in October and November His book includes photos taken on the visit and critical letters and
newspaper articles by him published in several British newspapers; The Times, The Daily Herald, The
Manchester Guardian etc. Some soldiers still felt the girls were the enemy, but used them for sex nevertheless.
In the earliest stages of the occupation, U. Marriages between white U. Black soldiers were reluctant to admit
to fathering such children since this would invite reprisals, and even in the cases where a soldier was willing to
take responsibility, until the U. Army prohibited interracial marriages. In general, the British authorities were
less strict than the Americans about fraternization, and the French and Soviets more. While Allied servicemen
were ordered to obey local laws while in Germany, soldiers could not be prosecuted by German courts for
crimes committed against German citizens except as authorized by the occupation authorities. Invariably,
when a soldier was accused of criminal behavior the occupation authorities preferred to handle the matter
within the military justice system. This sometimes led to harsher punishments than would have been available
under German law â€” in particular, U. Private First Class John A. Bennett , 7 C. Insurgency Edit Rumors of
Nazi plans for insurgency , related to the Nazi Werwolf plan, and successful Nazi deception about plans to
withdraw forces to what turned out to be its fictional Alpenfestung redoubt and to use the redoubt as a base
from which to conduct guerrilla warfare, affected the last Allied war advances into Germany and influenced
Allied occupation plans. It has been estimated that no Allied deaths can be reliably attributed to any Nazi
insurgency. Hungary, which had been allied with Germany and where no expulsions had as yet taken place
and in addition population was opposed to an expulsion of the German minority, tried to resist this, but in the
end had to yield to the pressure exerted mainly by the Soviet Union but also by the Allied Control Council.
France was not invited to the Potsdam Conference. As a result, it took its own liberties to approve some
decisions of the Potsdam Agreements and to dismiss others. As to the question of the post-war expellees,
France maintained the position that it did not approve post-war expulsions and that therefore it was not
responsible to accommodate and nourish the destitute expellees in its zone. While the few war-related refugees
who had reached the area to become the French zone before July were taken care of, the French military
government for Germany refused to absorb post-war expellees deported from the East into its zone. In
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December , the French military government for Germany absorbed into its zone German refugees from
Denmark, where , Germans had found a refuge from the Soviets by sea vessels between February and May
Military governors and commissioners.
Chapter 6 : Directive Principles - Wikipedia
In May , Harry Truman had a 36 percent approval rating according to the Gallup poll, because the American voters saw
him as soft on Communism. Public opinion polls showed Republicans prime for.
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